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When new Treasury officials were appointed there were protocols that governed what was to 
happen after their signatures were added to the printing plates used to print large size type notes. These 
protocols dictated how the notes with the new signatures and those with the old were to be processed at 

the Bureau of Engraving and Printing during the transition. 
The protocols evolved over time so processing changed. Fascinating but somewhat 

technical collectible varieties were associated with each protocol. 
The principal years when changes in protocol occurred were 1911 and 1919, respectively 

when the Napier-McClung and Elliott-Burke combinations became current. The Napier-
McClung change was caused by a simple tweak in how the notes were numbered. The Elliott-
Burke change was driven more fundamentally by the use of power presses to print currency 
faces. You will see that the way the notes were numbered between 1911 and 1919 was 
inconsistent, a fact that adds a bit of complexity and richness to this tale. 

The $1 Series of 1899 silver certificates will be profiled here because there were no 
breaks in their production so they were caught up in every change that will be discussed in this 
article. Consequently if you understand what occurred with the 1899 $1s, you will be able to 
recognize the same occurrence at the same time in the other type notes. Table 1 lists the Treasury 
combinations and serial number block letters for the 1899 $1s. 

Figure 1. E47748890 is a Lyons-Roberts serial number that landed on this Lyons-Treat 
note when some Lyons-Treat sheets were accidentally placed in the Lyons-Roberts 
production stream during the changeover between the signature combinations. This is the 
only reported example. Doug Murray photo. 
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Table 1. Treasury signature combinations, dates when current and serial number block letters used 
for them during the issuance of $1 Series of 1899 Silver Certificates. 

Register  Treasurer  Period when Current SC 1899 $1 Block Letters
Judson W. Lyons  Ellis H. Roberts  Apr  7, 1898‐Jun 30, 1905 no letter  A  B  D  E 
Judson W. Lyons  Charles H. Treat  Jul  1, 1905‐Jun 11, 1906 H  K
William T. Vernon  Charles H. Treat  Jun 12, 1906‐Oct 31, 1909 M  N  R  T 
William T. Vernon  Lee McClung  Nov  1, 1909‐May 17, 1911 V  X  Y
James C. Napier  Lee McClung  May 18, 1911‐Nov 21, 1912 Y  Z  AA  BB  EE  HH 
James C. Napier  Carmi A. Thompson Nov 22, 1912‐Mar 31, 1913 DD
James C. Napier  John Burke  Apr  1, 1913‐Oct  1, 1913 none printed 
Gabe E. Parker  John Burke  Oct  1, 1913‐Mar 23, 1915 KK  MM  NN  RR 
Houston B. Teehee  John Burke  Mar 24, 1915‐Nov 20, 1919 RR  TT  UU  VV  XX  YY  ZZ  BA  DA
William S. Elliott  John Burke  Nov 21, 1919‐May  1, 1921 DA  EA  HA  MA  NA  RA
William S. Elliott  Frank White  May  2, 1921‐Jan 24, 1922 DA  EA  HA  KA  MA  NA
Harley V. Speelman  Frank White  Jan 25, 1922‐Sep 30, 1927 HA  KA  MA  NA  RA  TA  VA  XA

The term type note refers to Treasury currency for the purposes of this article, 
specifically to legal tender notes, silver certificates and gold certificates, all of which were 
current during the period of interest. Federal Reserve notes and Federal Reserve Bank notes are 
classified as bank currency along with national bank notes. The numbering of bank currency 
differed from type notes when there were changes in Treasury officials, so this discussion does 
not apply to them. 

The Treasury signatures were engraved on large size type note plates during the entire 
period under discussion. This was troublesome for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing because 
when one or both Treasury officials changed, the Bureau had on hand printing plates that 
suddenly became obsolete. Of course, they made new plates with the new officers, but that took 
time. They also had the option to change the signature(s) on the existing serviceable plates. 

The general pattern was that the higher the denomination, the more likely it was that 
signatures would be altered on still serviceable plates. In contrast it was unusual for them to alter 
signatures on high-demand low-value type note plates because they would be consumed in 
relatively short order. In fact there was only one instance when signatures were altered in the 
Series of 1899 $1 silver certificates. It occurred during December 1909 when ten Vernon-Treat 
plates were altered to Vernon-McClung. The updating of signatures ceased altogether in 1915 
after some higher value Parker-Burke plates were altered to Teehee-Burke. 

The Bureau could not suddenly stop production when a signature change came along 
while everyone waited for new or altered plates to come on line. They had no option but to 
continue printing because the Treasury needed the notes to meet public demand. Obviously this 
meant that they had to continue using plates with obsolete signatures during a transition period 
that lasted variable lengths of time depending on the type note under consideration. 

Pre-1911 Protocols 
Usually new plates were made for most current type notes when a new Treasury official 

was appointed. The obsolete plates continued in production alongside the new in the heavily 
used types until they wore out. 

The production from the two was rigidly segregated. Printings from the obsolete plates 
continued to be numbered in sequence with their predecessors. In the case of on-going $1 1899 
Lyons-Roberts production during 1905, serial numbering continued sequentially in the current E 
serial number block. However the production from new Lyons-Treat face plates was assigned to 
the entirely new H-block, so numbering of the Lyons-Treat notes commenced at H1. 
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This protocol eliminated waste. The duration of concurrent production depended on the 
size of the inventory of plates with obsolete signatures. 

The separation of the notes by signature combination during these transition periods 
resulted in a rare and unexpected variety that classifies as a significant but subtle error. Doug 
Murray found a $1 1899 Lyons-Treat note that bears serial E47748890, but the E-block was the 
last assigned to Lyons-Roberts production. Obviously some Lyons-Treat sheets were misplaced 
in the Lyons-Roberts stream during the transition period. It took an eagle eye to spot it. 

Change in 1911 
A minor change occurred that had a significant impact when the Napier-McClung 

combination became current in May 1911. Production from the now obsolete Vernon-McClung 
plates was separated from that of Napier-McClung, but the difference was that the Napier-
McClung notes were numbered in sequence with the Vernon-McClung notes that had been 
produced before Napier took office. This happened in the middle of the Y-block. The changeover 
serial numbers were Y51404000/Y51404001. 

This created a dilemma revealing that what happened might have been a mistake. The 
question was how were the Vernon-McClung notes that were printed after the changeover to be 
numbered? 

The solution devised was to accumulate the Vernon-McClung production until the last of 
the Vernon-McClung plates left the presses. It was then inserted as one large group into the on-
going sequence of Y-block serial numbers, thus creating a sizable out-of-sequence group of notes 
with Y68------ serial numbers surrounded by current Napier-McClung’s. 

The transitions involving the next two 1899 $1 signature combinations, Napier-
Thompson and Parker-Burke, were handled using the pre-1911 protocol. Specifically each was 
assigned a new serial number block so those notes began respectively at D1D and K1K. Alas, 
this throwback to the pre-1911protocol did not hold. 

When the Teehee-Burke plates came along in July 1915, serialing of the Parker-Burke 
notes was in the RR block. The new Teehee-Burke notes were appended in sequence to it, which 
yielded changeover serials at R4966000R/R49660001R. 

Figure 2. Simultaneous printings from obsolete Vernon-McClung plates were 
accumulated after Napier-McClung production began at Y51404001 until the 
last of the obsolete plates left the presses, then were inserted out-of-sequence as a 
batch into the Y block. These notes are distinguished by having serial numbers 
that begin Y68. Doug Murray photo. 
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Once again they were faced with the problem of on-going production, this time from 
obsolete Parker-Burke plates. But there was a lot more of it than had occurred previously in the 
Vernon-McClung case. Once again they resorted to the same solution. All the Parker-Burke 
production was accumulated until the last of those plates left the presses. Then it was inserted en 
mass into the RR block. This huge out-of-range group of 4,608,000 notes bearing serials 
R68736001R to R73344000R was carefully labeled Parker-Burke in the midst of the Teehee-
Burke entries in the delivery ledger for the series. 

Things were about to change radically. 

Figure 4. The Vernon-Treat/Vernon-McClung changeover in 1906 occurred at 
about serial D82870000. Continued production from obsolete Vernon-Treat 
plates was accumulated following the changeover and numbered as an out-of-
sequence batch in the E-block with serials beginning E25-------. Three 
specimens from this group are reported. Doug Murray photo. 

Figure 3. Continued production from obsolete Parker-Burke plates after the 
Teehee-Burke combination became current at R49660001R was accumulated 
and inserted as an out-of-sequence batch at R68736001R-R73344000R once the 
last of the Parker-Burke plates left service. Doug Murray photo. 
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The Elliott-Burke signature combination became current on November 21, 1919, a 
seminal date when it came to handling transitions between signature combinations. Big changes 
had been afoot at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Demands for ever increasing output had 
all but overwhelmed the Bureau thanks to Liberty Loan Bond production during World War I so 
there was tremendous pressure to streamline procedures. 

The long and short of it was that beginning with the Teehee-Burke/Elliott-Burke 
changeover the BEP employees no longer would concern themselves with the signatures that 
were in the production stream. Ongoing production from plates bearing the obsolete combination 
would be commingled with that from the new, and all of it would be numbered in sequence 
without regard to the signatures. This radical shift away from segregating production by 
signature combination was an efficiency measure driven by technology. Consequently it is 
necessary that we delve into how the faces were printed in order to understand the motivation 
behind the change. The next three paragraphs summarize information from the BEP 100th 
anniversary volume (BEP, 1952). 

  All faces were printed on flatbed presses that utilized one 4-subject plate prior to 1919. 
By 1919 production also was coming from four-plate power presses. High demand type notes 
such as the $1 1899 silver certificates were being printed simultaneously on both types of 
presses. 

Four-plate power presses had been patented in 1876 and the BEP placed its first one in 
service during 1878. Some were used to print currency backs up through 1889. Labor was 
adamantly opposed to them and galvanized Congressional support to resist their use. 
Congressional meddling with royalties in 1889 caused their discontinuance; however, in 1898 
some were again purchased for printing backs for silver certificates, legal tender notes and 
Treasury notes. Then their use for printing currency and bonds was outlawed by Congress in 
1899. 

An act in 1912 lifted the restriction against printing currency backs on the presses. This 
was followed in 1917 and 1919 by further lifting of restrictions driven by the overwhelming 
demand for both Liberty Loan bonds and currency. Eight-subject power press currency plates 
came on line in 1918, which supplanted the 4-subject plates that had been used previously on the 
machines. 

$1 1899 faces were being printed on both the old flatbed presses and power presses by 
1919. The 8-subject sheets coming off the power presses were cut in half and fed through 4-
subject Harris numbering and sealing machines along with the 4-subject sheets from the old 
flatbed presses. 

Change in 1919 

Table 2.  Recognized occurrences of pre‐1919 late‐numbered production of large size type notes from 
plates with obsolete signatures. 

High Serial 
Fr.  Number at  Observed Serials from  Number 
No.  Type  New Combination  Changeover  Late‐Numbered Group  Reported 
229 & 229a  SC 1899 $1 Vernon‐McClung  Napier‐McClung  Y51404000  Y68426490‐Y68955387   7 
232  SC 1899 $1 Parker‐Burke  Teehee‐Burke  R49660000R  R68736001R‐R73344000R1  37 
273  SC 1899 $5 Vernon‐Treat  Vernon‐McClung  D82870000  E25116858‐E25207640  3 
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The important development in 1919 was the decision to cease segregating production by 
signature combination in order to simplify processing. Consequently obsolete Teehee-Burke and 
current Elliott-Burke plates were in simultaneous use on both types of presses for as long as 
Teehee-Burke plates lasted. Furthermore plates with the different signature combinations 
routinely were mixed on the same power press. All of this commingled production flowed into 
the DA block after the first Elliott-Burke serial, which was D44712001A. 

Mixing of plates with different signature combinations on the same power press ushered 
in the phenomenon of signature changeover pairs. The production from the power presses left the 
presses as a single stack of sheets where the sheets in the stack cycled through the four plates that 
were on the press. If the plates were 8-subject, the stack was cut in half and the respective halves 
were fed separately through the 4-subject Harris numbering, sealing and separating machines. 
Serial numbers were applied sequentially down the half sheets. Either forward or backward 
changeover pairs were created as numbering passed between successive sheets bearing different 
signature combinations.  

Occasionally production from obsolete plates overwhelmed that from current plates. For 
example the Speelman-White combination in the $1 Series of 1899 silver certificates began to be 
numbered in the latter part of the HA block in 1922. However so many obsolete Elliott-White 
plates remained in the plate inventory, they preferentially were sent to press so most of the notes 
printed in the HA and succeeded KA block carry Elliott-White rather than Speelman-White 
signatures! 

Better yet is the fact that there were many dozens of even older still-serviceable and even 
new Elliott-Burke plates in the plate vault at the start of the Speelman-White era. They hadn’t 
been used up during the previous Elliott-White period. They too were fed into the mix of plates 
on the presses. The result was that Elliott-Burke, Elliott-White and Speelman-White notes were 
in simultaneous production for the next couple of years. 

Figure 5. Elliott-Burke/Teehee-Burke backward changeover pair created when plates with 
different signature combinations were mixed on 4-plate power presses after power presses began 
to be used to print currency faces in 1919. Heritage Auction Archives photo. 
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But there was an even better wrinkle associated with the old Elliott-Burke plates than 
their use well into the Speelman-White era. They were used continuously until December 17, 
1921. Then none were sent to press again until August 2, 1922, a gap of eight months. In contrast 
Elliott-White and Speelman-White production was non-stop through that period. 

Half the Elliott-Burke plates sent to press when production resumed in August had seen 
some service but the others were brand new. The last of them made it to March 2, 1923, beyond 
the last of the younger Elliott-Whites! 

These usage patterns had to have interesting numismatic impacts and indeed they did. 
You will find from Table 1 that there was concurrent numbering of the three signature 
combinations from the HA block forward, but ironically the older Elliott-Burke production 

outlasted that of Elliott-White. Specifically, the last Elliott-White notes were numbered in the 
NA block in contrast to the Elliott-Burkes making it all the way into the RA block. 

The eight-month gap in Elliott-Burke production from December 1921 to August 1922 
reveals itself in the fact that no Elliott-Burke notes were numbered in the KA block. The gap 
between the earlier and later groups of Elliott-Burke notes has been narrowed to H40797764A-
M42098443A based on reported specimens. This range will narrow further but you can stop 
looking for KA Elliott-Burke notes because they just weren’t around to be numbered then. If you 
are a die-hard aficionado of Series of 1899 $1 blocks, you now have well-defined early and late 
groups of Elliott-Burke notes mixed in with unbroken runs of concurrent Elliott-White and 
Speelman-White notes! 

Napier-McClung/Napier Thompson Changeover 
The transition to the short-lived Napier-Thompson combination was the most unusual of 

the signature changes in the $1 1899 silvers. Napier and Thompson served together from 
November 22, 1912 to March 31, 1913. 

The Napier-Thompson combination was not used on most type notes. It appeared only on 
1899 $1, $2 and $5 silver certificates; 1907 $5 legal tender notes; and 1882 $100, 1906 $20 and 
1907 $10 gold certificates. Also it was used on Series of 1902 date and plain back national bank 
note plates for 132 banks. 

The Napier-Thompson era was followed by Napier-Burke, another short-lived 
combination that lasted from April 1 to October 1, 1913. The story of the Napier-

Figure 6. Use of plates with obsolete Treasury signatures until they wore out 
resulted in production of Elliott-White notes well into the Speelman-White era. The 
last of the Elliott-White notes were numbered in the NA block. Doug Murray photo. 
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McClung/Napier-Thompson transition cannot be told without bringing in the Napier-Burke 
combination. 

No Series of 1899 plates were made with the Napier-Burke combination. Instead, it was 
used solely on Series of 1882 $100 and $10,000 gold certificates, Series of 1907 $1000 gold 
certificates, and Series of 1900 certificates of deposit, as well as Series of 1902 date and plain 
back national bank plates for 85 banks. 

For some reason Napier-McClung $1 1899 production shouldered aside all but token 
quantities of Napier-Thomson printings and totally supplanted Napier-Burke printings. Here is 
what happened. 

The $1 Series of 1899 Napier-McClung/Napier-Thompson changeover followed pre-
1911 protocols. Specifically there was concurrent production from the plates from both 
combinations and it was carefully segregated. The Napier-Thompson notes were numbered 
separately in the newly dedicated DD block so commenced with serial D1D. Napier-McClung 
notes continued to be numbered in their on-going BB block. All other similarities ended here. 

Forty-three Napier-Thompson $1 1899 plates were made. The first was certified 
December 4, 1912 and the last March 25, 1913, respectively bearing plate serial numbers 8594 
and 9034. The plate numbers represent a range of 341 plates. The other 298 were new Napier-
McClung plates among which the Napier-Thompsons were mixed. 

Where it really gets peculiar is that after they stopped making Napier-Thompson plates, 
they didn’t move on to making Napier-Burke plates, but instead continued making more Napier-
McClung plates. Consequently Napier-McClung plates were made all the way until October 11, 
1913 just a couple of days before the first Parker-Burke plates started coming on line. We are not 
talking about a few more Napier-McClung plates to fill the Napier-Burke void. The total number 
involved was another 845 plates ending with plate serial number 8979. 

Serial D6740000D was reached in the Napier-Thompson block, but that number was 
dwarfed by on-going Napier-McClung production that continued well after the Napier-
Thompson printings ceased. 

Napier-McClung production was being numbered in the BB block when Napier-
Thompson production commenced. It continued until the BB block was finished, then consumed 
the entire EE block, and finally ended after chewing through a fifth of the HH block. The last of 
the Napier-McClung plates wore out well into the Parker-Burke era! 

We have found no explanation for this very curious state of affairs. 

Figure 7. Obsolete Elliott-Burke plates survived into the Speelman-White era so 
the last notes from them were numbered in the RA block in 1923. Ironically the 
stock of obsolete Elliott-Burke plates had lasted longer than the younger stock of 
Elliott-White plates, which also were being used up. Three Elliott-Burke RA-block 
notes have been reported. Doug Murray photo. 
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Precedence Setting 
The practice of mixing plates with obsolete and current signature combinations on the 

same power press begun in 1919 set a precedent for how plates with obsolete signatures would 
be handled for the next 35 years. The change bridged the conversion to small notes so was 
employed throughout the 1928 and 1934 series because those plates also carried Treasury 
signatures. Mixing of plates lasted until 1953 when the last of the 1928 and 1934 plates went out 
of service. By then all denominations in all classes had been converted to overprinted signatures. 

The news in 1919 wasn’t that they used up plates with obsolete signatures following 
signature changes. There was nothing new in that. The new wrinkle was that they stopped 
dividing the sheets based on signatures and numbering the two streams separately. Instead they 
commingled the sheets with the different combinations and numbered them as they came. The 
change was an efficiency measure. A primary motivation for taking the step was the lifting of a 
Congressional ban on the use of four-plate power presses to print currency faces. 

Abandonment of the practice in 1953 also was technology driven. By then the phase-in of 
signature overprinting of Treasury signatures begun in 1935 on $1 silver certificates had been 
spread to all denominations and classes of currency. 

The use of plates with different signature combinations on the presses and numbering the 
sheets as one stream gave rise in 1919 to signature changeover pairs and multiple signature 
combinations from the same serial numbering blocks. 

At its best, three different Series of 1899 signature combinations were being printed 
simultaneously for a time during the first half of the Speelman-White era. They were obsolete 
Elliott-Burke and Elliott-White, and current Speelman-White. The three combinations were 
mixed within the HA, MA and NA serial number blocks. Any combination of forward or 
backward changeover pairs is possible between them. 

The phenomenon reached its zenith in the $1 silver certificates during 1934 when 1928A, 
1928B, 1928C, 1928D and 1928E plates, each with different signature combinations, were on the 
presses at the same time. All five were being numbered together in the JB block. There were 
different mixes of those plates on the same press so collectors have found several varieties of the 
possible changeover pairs. 

The protocols and timing of events outlined here apply across all classes and 
denominations in the large note series. For example the $1 Series of 1917 legal tender issues 
spanning the Elliott-Burke, Elliott-White and Speelman-White era exhibit the same basic 
complexity found in the $1 1899 silver certificates. All three signature combinations appeared in 
the MA block. 

Just as has been well-documented in the small note series, variable usage patterns through 
time & tapering off of the usage of plates with obsolete signatures created rare blocks for various 
signature combinations among the affected type notes. These are slowly being mapped out. 
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NEW MEMBERS 09/05/2016  

14543 Caitlyn Trautwein, (C), Website 
14544 Corey Scharer, (C), Website 
14545 Neal Herman, (C), Website 
14546 Vincent Iannetta, (C), ANA 
14547 John Junker, (C), ANA 
14548 Michael Koehler, (C), Jason Bradford 
14549 John H. Jewell, (C), Website 
14550 Awsan Al-Mohaini, (C), Website 
14551 Charles Gordon, (C), Website 

REINSTATEMENTS 
None 

LIFE MEMBERSHIPS 
LM430 David Zlowe, (C), Website 

NEW MEMBERS 10/05/2016 

14552 Dave Wong, (C & D), Tom Conklin 
14553 Grayson Gwaltney, (C), Website 
14554 Steve McConnell, (C), Website 
14555 Larry Neal, (C) Tom Denly 
14556 Carl Casino, (C), Tom Denly 
14557 Michael Tallent, (C & D), Website 
14558 Dennis Brock, (C), Website 
14559 David Wells, (D), Jerry E. Jones 
14560 Ahmad Alomari, (C & D), Website 
14561 Michael Shores, (C & D), Jason 
Bradford 
14562 Mark Brown, (C), Website 
14563 James Quinn, (C), Website 
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